Date: 06th of November, 2017

To whom it may concern,

ERA ADS-B System in Sri Lanka

This letter confirms that ERA a.s., supplied and installed five redundant ADS-B stations (NEO by ERA), ADS-B data fusion System and Data Displays (ERIS by ERA) in Sri Lanka under a Contract agreement entered with Airport & Aviation Services [Sri Lanka] Ltd., the ANSP and Airport Operator of Sri Lanka.

The contract for the Supply, Delivery, Installation and Commissioning of ADS-B stations in Sri Lanka was signed on 14th of January 2016. Works of the contract have been successfully completed and accordingly Provisional Acceptance Certificate has been issued on 30th of March 2017.

The ADS-B system that comprises of 5 dual ADS-B stations is designed according to ED-129 and ensures identification and tracking of ADS-B equipped aircraft within Sri Lanka FIR. The system is completed with Central Processing System (Surveillance/ ADS_B Data Fusion), Standalone Controller Working Positions (ADS-B Data Displays) and Analysis and Replay Tool (Technical Working Positions). Manufacturing, installation, conducting test operation including FAT/SAT and factory & on-site training on maintenance have been performed by ERA a.s. Total system delivered to Sri Lanka, will be covered by 24 month warranty provided by ERA a.s.

The ADS-B system is performing satisfactorily after commissioning.

The value of the contract is confidential.

Yours sincerely

Airport & Aviation Services [Sri Lanka] Ltd.,

W. Wimalshanthi
Head of Electronics & Air Navigation Engineering

Tel: +94 11 263 3488 (Office)
E-mail: wipula.eane@airport.lk